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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SEAT
OF THE MAlN OFFICE OF A CORPORATION
by Teruho Yonetsu
The main office of a corporation is the headquarter of its business
activities, and the place where the business‑controlling central organiza‑

tion is located is called the seat of the main offlce. It is required by

law that the precise administrative location with the details of the
house number of the main office is to be recorded in a corporation
contract or in the proceedings at the inaugural meeting of its corpora‑
tion.

Prior to the inauguration of a corporation its business activities
are unknown. Therefore, the seat of the main office or the headquarter
of its business activities exists only as a planned concept. After the
registration and establishment of a corporation have been completed,

it sometimes happens that the business activities are opened at a
different place from the registered one or, that the original center
having functioned at the planned site is moved after the lapse of time
to some other place. In the above cases, I wonder, what the legal
effect of the corporation's function will be, provided, the moving of
the main office was not submitted to the general meeting of share‑
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holders or of the board of directors and no official resolution was made

as yet, and its seat remained as formerly registered ; while the actual
activities were held at a new place.
As to the administration of the corporation, the convocation place
of the meetings of the legally authorized board of directors, the place
of the custody of a corporation contract, the roster of the board of
clirectors, the record of corporation accounts, and the distric t bound‑

aries of a court under the code of legal procedure in relation to cor‑
poration law are to be decided on the basis of the a*vtual removed seat
of the main offiGe, because the n‑*w place may be interpreted as an
authorized seat of the main office if the corporation had an apparent
intention of moving, regardless of the existance of its registration.
Technically speaking, the matters that ar*‑ to be re*"istered have
no ground of argument against the interested third party, unless they
are legally regi**tered. Consequently, the apparent intention of the
corporation ¥vill not provide the * round of argument to maintain the
position that the newly moved seat of the main office is factual. There‑
fore the legal efrect of the seat of the main offic* is decided only ac‑
cording to the record of registration.
Hov7ever, here is one point that should be called to attention. The
only weakness in the argument in the above cases is the evidence of
the removal of the main ofiilce ; but the point will not lose the position
of the identity of the corporation, registered with factual.
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